
WikiTree and Family 
Search 

Oh, The Connections You’ll 
Make! 

http://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Video_Help 















What is WikiTree?  

Founded in 2008 by Chris Whitten 
 

Mission:  To connect the human family on one tree that's 
free and accessible to everyone 

 
Designed to balance privacy and collaboration so that living 

people can connect on one world tree to common 
ancestors 

WikiTree is a free, shared social networking genealogy website that allows users 

individually to research and contribute to their own personal family trees, while 

building and collaborating on a singular worldwide family tree within the same 

system. 



 
Privately collaborate with close family members on modern 
family history and recent connections 

 
Publicly collaborate on deep ancestors between distant (or 
close) cousins who are serious about genealogical research and 
careful about sources 

 
Because all the profiles are connected on the same system our 
collaboration is creating a single family tree that will eventually 
connect us all and make it free and easy for anyone to discover 
their roots  

 
No "premium" memberships and nobody is charged for access to 
anything  - Ever. 

 
Those who actively help grow the tree must agree with the 
mission and the WikiTree Honour Code 



Our Honor Code Nine points: 
1. Collaborate 
2. Accuracy 
3. Assume mistakes are unintentional 
4. Courteous to everyone 
5. Privacy 
6. Copyrights 
7. Credit 
8. Sources 
9. Keep info as free and open as possible 

The Code is a pledge that community 

members make to each other. The 

Creators and Hosts of WikiTree have also 

made a pledge to keep WikiTree free. 



Privacy vs. Collaboration  



Enter profiles one-by-one or 
upload a GEDCOM 

Entering one-by-one gives you the opportunity for a 

Genealogy do-over. 

 

Uploading a GEDCOM creates all your profiles with all 

information from your files included. 



Anatomy of a WikiTree 
Profile 



The Header 



The Data Fields 



The Body 



Images 



Connections via Profiles 



Connecting via DNA 



Connecting via Tags 



Connecting via Categories 



Connecting via Projects 



Connections via G2G Forum 





Connecting to 
FamilySearch 



The process of making the connection to FamilySearch 

from WikiTree is an opportunity to see if there are 

genealogist cousins contributing to FamilySearch and to 

check out what’s been entered.  

 

You're almost guaranteed to find new leads. 



The  

WikiTree-Family Search  

Connections Application 

Developed in collaboration 

with FamilySearch and 

independent software 

developer Justin York. 



The app. searches the FamilySearch Tree for likely 

matches to profiles on WikiTree, specifically from a 

WikiTreer’s Watchlist.  







You can evaluate each suggested match and if you think it's 

the same person, create a link. The link will be displayed on 

the WikiTree profile for the future reference of you and 

others. 



His profile on WikiTree 



His profiles on Family Search 



His profiles on Family Search 

His profile on WikiTree 



His profiles on Family Search ? 

His profile on WikiTree 



His profiles on Family Search ? 

His profile on WikiTree 



His profiles on Family Search 

? 

? 

His profile on WikiTree 







Editing Connections Directly  

You can use the app at any time to look for more connections. You can 

also remove connections through the app.  

 

In addition, there is a direct way to edit connections. This tool allows you to:  

 

    Manually add new connections: If you know there is a 

 matching profile on FamilySearch but you don't see it you can 

 add it by hand using its ID.  

 

 Remove connections.  

 

 Edit the certainty status, e.g. change a connection from Certain 

 to Uncertain.  

 







This Ability to Make Connections is evolving. 

 

The ability of this application to connect from WikiTree to FamilySearch is 

just the first phase of the program. The ability to connect from 

FamilySearch to WikiTree will be incorporated in the future. 

 

Collaborative Genealogy – WikiTree & FamilySearch, Oh the connections 

we’ll make! 



Mags Gaulden 

Mags@Grandmasgenes.com 


